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Rachel Burttram and Brendan Powers are best friends married, professional actors, a

golden comedic team and the creative geniuses (or is that geniusi?) of Tiny_Theatre.

They’ve performed in a lengthy list of theatre, television, movies and commercial

productions — and are long-time members of the Acting Ensemble of Florida Repertory

Theatre. Bonus: These two quirky birds have gone on to create the Online Interactive

Curiosities WHO KILLED ZOLAN MIZE? and THE HUNT FOR MILO GATTO  for Airbnb

Online Experiences  - which have been enjoyed by teams from some of the world's

largest companies.  
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While the world sheltered-in-place and theaters all over America suspended

programming, this husband and wife team transformed a back bedroom closet into a

makeshift theater with a string of christmas lights, an IKEA curtain, duck tape & a paint

stirrer-- And got to streaming!  CREATIVITY WILL FIND A WAY!  Utilizing the philosophy

that theatre only requires actors, text and audience, these professional actors get back

to the basics with the help of A-lister playwright pals, writers with projects in

development, and students of all ages submitting material for them to read for LIVE

audiences via Facebook for free on a weekly basis. Quirky elements ranging from “calls”

from a remote stage manager to their black cat Milo serving as swing technician add to

the appeal. 

Why go back when we can go forward? What is this new medium that we have been

experimenting with?  What is possible for us as we continue to tell stories via this

platform?  Join us on this exciting journey of jumping into the deep end of the pool &

pushing our art form ever forward!   
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Brendan Powers has been acting professionally for 25 years on

stages around the country, including Florida Repertory Theatre,

where he is a member of the Acting Ensemble. His television

credits include FBI Agent Rick Cranston on Graceland (USA

Network), and David Weller in the Netflix original series, Bloodline.

If you enjoy exploring southern United States, you may have seen

him driving a classic baby blue Caddie in an award-winning

series of commercials for Alabama Road Trips, an effort of the

Alabama Department of Tourism. And not only can the dude act

— he can wordsmith, as his cartoon captions have been winners

for various contests including The New Yorker, Hartford Courant,

Denver Post, Moment Magazine, Clinical Psychology, Inside

Higher Ed, and the Greensboro News-Record. He looks forward

to seeing you at Tiny_Theatre — or, more accurately, he looks

forward to you seeing him and his loving partner in crimes and in

life, Rachel Burttram.

Rachel could have never imagined that an industry-wide shut down during a

pandemic would open so many doors and opportunities — but creativity will

find a way. As theatre-maker and leader in not-for-profit artistic

organizations, Rachel has worn many hats from Production Manager of a

major award-winning outdoor festival to Interim Executive Director of a

regional theatre. As an actor, she has tread the boards in New York City

and regional theatres across the U.S. including Florida Repertory Theatre

where she’s a long-time member of their Acting Ensemble. On screen,

Rachel can be seen as Betty Grisson on Disney+ The Right Stuff, Netflix’s

Bloodline, USA’s Burn Notice and the starring role in Emma’s Fine seen in film

festivals in 23 countries. But if you want to solve the riddle of her favorite

pastime — just look at her hands and you’ll spy an avid gardener! Oh, and

after the show is over in the evenings, she can be found enjoying

documentaries while wearing paper facial masks. Don’t ask.

www.rachelburttram.com


